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Can you find 12 paw prints on this page?

Can you spot the 5 differences between the pictures below?

Paddington always carries a jar of marmalade and he usually has a marmalade sandwich tucked under his hat ‘in case of emergencies’.

Paddington wears an old bush hat which was handed down to him by his uncle in Peru and he is hardly ever seen without it.

Can you find all the hidden words below?

V S E N O D N O L D O B
F A E D X R O U S C N C
V N C B A K T U U A Z
C D T E R L I R C Q L A
T W H A F T A W D A I K
S I H R C Q L M N K M O
O C I A S P N N R H S A
M H S P H O Y G W A B K
X E R U T N E V D A M L
W Q U R E P P S S G R A
A B T D G A K N L W N M
K I K O F T I Z Z A J U

ADVENTURE
BEAR
LONDON
MARMALADE
PERU
SANDWICH
SUITCASE

Can you find the 5 differences between the pictures below?

Count the differently coloured suitcases!

BROWN  RED  YELLOW
Solve the crossword puzzle by using the clues below!

**ACROSS**
1. Giving or ready to give help
2. The type of animal that Paddington is
4. The name of a famous train station in London
6. An outer garment worn when it’s chilly

**DOWN**
1. The capital city of England
3. A covering for the head worn for warmth or fashion or as part of a uniform
5. The type of animal that Paddington is

Connect the dots below and then colour the picture that appears!

Can you tell which line leads to each of Paddington’s favourite things?

**HAT**
**SANDWICH**
**MARMALADE**

Watch the trailer and win amazing prizes online!

WWW.PADDINGTON.COM